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The high carbon emissions of vehicles traveling on horizontal curve road
sections cannot be ignored. Facing the difficulty of accurately quantifying
the carbon emission of driving on horizontal curves and the unknown
causes of high carbon emission, this study proposes to construct a carbon
emission prediction model applicable to road sections with different planar
geometries. The direct and indirect effects of horizontal curve alignment on
vehicle carbon emissions are represented in the model in terms of travel
stabilization and speed changes, respectively. A lateral force coefficient
parameter was introduced into the model to integrate the carbon emission
quantification problem for different planar geometry sections. Meanwhile, field
tests were conducted to assess the reliability of the model and the research
findings. The model reveals that the geometric parameters of horizontal curves
that affect carbon emissions are the radius of the circular curve, the
superelevation, and the length of the gentle curve. The root causes of high
carbon emissions on horizontal curve road sections are curve driving resistance
and speed fluctuations. Under the free-flow driving condition of the highway,
the maximum curve radius affecting the carbon emissions of passenger cars
and trucks is 400 m and 550 m, respectively. The research results can realize the
carbon emission quantification of vehicles on the road sections with different
plane geometries. Also, it is helpful to control the high carbon emission of
vehicles traveling on horizontal curve road sections.
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1 Introduction

The higher carbon emissions typically emitted by vehicles on curved roads have
attracted the attention of scholars. Actual road projects have a variety of planar
geometries, different values of plane geometry indicators, and varying vehicle speeds
(Wang et al., 2019). The mechanisms of these factors on carbon emissions are yet to be
explored. If we can accurately assess the quantitative impact of horizontal curve alignment
on vehicle carbon emissions, explain the causal mechanism of high carbon emissions from
curved roadway travel, and reveal the controllable influencing factors, it will help to mitigate
the high carbon emissions caused by road horizontal curve alignment, which will bring
long-lasting and significant economic and environmental benefits.

Existing research on vehicle carbon emission prediction has formed a more
authoritative database and a mature theoretical framework, including the physical
model represented by CMEM (Ataei et al., 2021), and the statistical model represented
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by MOVES (Lin et al., 2019). Pan et al. (2020) implemented a
gradient-enhanced regression tree-based algorithm to predict the
carbon emissions of new energy buses on longitudinal slopes section
over the fuel cycle. Moradi and Miranda-moreno. (2020) used a
support vector regression algorithm to establish a vehicle fuel
consumption model parameterized by speed, acceleration, and
longitudinal slope gradient. Existing vehicle carbon emission
models focus on the high carbon emissions emitted by vehicles
traveling uphill, and lack the consideration of the geometric
alignment of horizontal curves, thus limiting the accurate
prediction of carbon emissions from vehicles traveling on
curved roads.

The geometric linearity of horizontal curves is strongly
associated with increased vehicle carbon emissions (Ding and
Jin, 2018). Vehicle kinematics theory indicates that vehicles are
subjected to centrifugal forces when traveling on curved roadways.
Given a constant speed, the smaller the radius of the curve, the
greater the centrifugal force on the vehicle. Centrifugal forces can
affect the vehicle’s lateral stability and driving comfort, and can
even cause the driver to slow down before entering a curve
(Fitzpatrick et al., 2000). Ko. (2015) used MOVES to model the
incremental carbon emissions caused by speed fluctuations of a
passenger car on a flat curved roadway. David et al. (2018)
obtained a statistical model of vehicle carbon emissions on
horizontal curve road sections by regressing measured data with
curvature change rate, average speed, and its deviation as
parameters. Dong et al. (2019) measured the carbon emission
rate of diesel trucks with different curve radius on the highway,
concluded that when the radius of the circular curve is greater than
500 m, the vehicle speed is stably close to 100 km/h, and the
incremental carbon emission caused by the micro-change of the
vehicle speed is very small, and the vehicle carbon emission is
almost equal to that of the flat straight road section. Zhang et al.
(2019) obtained the carbon emission of a heavy-duty diesel vehicle
on a circular curve section without superelevation by conducting
real measurements and MOVES simulations on a flat straight road,
and pointed out that the carbon emission decreases with the
increase of curve radius. The critical curve radius that affects
carbon emission is 550 m.

The stability of driving on curved roads affects the driving
energy of the vehicle (Zhang et al., 2016), generating
corresponding carbon emissions. From the perspective of driving
dynamics, the additional cornering resistance of a vehicle, also
known as curve driving resistance, is mainly determined by the
road surface friction coefficient, wheel angle, and tire load (Peng
et al., 2020). The actual horizontal curve road section is usually
accompanied by a superelevation, which will reduce the lateral force
coefficient of the curved road (Yin et al., 2020). The effect of the
installation of superelevation on the curve driving resistance and
carbon emissions is currently unknown.

After years of in-depth research, scholars have constructed a
clear theoretical framework of vehicle carbon emissions and carried
out empirical studies on the high carbon emission patterns of
traveling vehicles on curved roads. The results of the study show
that the horizontal curve alignment is closely related to vehicle
carbon emissions. The direct effect of the horizontal curve line shape
on carbon emissions lies in the stability of the vehicle, and the
indirect effect lies in the change of operating speed. There is a clear

path of research and good progress has been made, however there
are still some issues to be resolved. Firstly, there are various plane
geometry indicators, which make it more difficult to quantify the
carbon emission of vehicles on different plane line conditions.
Second, the mechanism of high carbon emissions from traveling
on curved roads is not yet clear. These are the challenges that this
study is dedicated to solving. As a result, this study is committed to
constructing a prediction model of vehicle carbon emissions on
horizontal curve sections of roads, and revealing the causal
mechanism of high carbon emissions of traveling vehicles on
curved roads.

The structure of this manuscript is organized as follows. In section
2, a theoretical model of carbon emission of vehicles traveling on curved
roads is constructed, a simplified field test scheme for horizontal curve
road sections is derived and proposed, and then field tests are conducted
to collect carbon emission data. In section 3, based on the field
measurement data, the minimum radius values affecting the carbon
emissions of passenger cars and trucks are clarified, and the prediction
effectiveness of the vehicle carbon emission model is evaluated. In
section 4, a consistent comparisonwith existing research results ismade,
and the findings and limitations of the study are briefly summarized.
The conclusion section summarizes the research results and their
significance.

2 Methods

A combination of theoretical analysis and field trials was used
to ensure the reliability of the findings. Specifically, a theoretical
model of vehicle carbon emissions on horizontal curve road
sections was established through theoretical derivation,
revealing the influence mechanism of plane geometry indicators
on vehicle carbon emissions. Through the rational design of the
field test program, the field test is carried out to measure the carbon
emissions of the vehicles on the actual curved roads. Then analyze
the change rule of carbon emission of vehicles driving on the
curved road. The accuracy of the model prediction is also evaluated
with the test data.

2.1 Theoretical modeling of carbon
emissions from traveling vehicles on
curved roads

The direct effect of road geometry on vehicle carbon
emissions lies in the stability of traveling vehicles, and the
indirect effect is reflected in the operating speed fluctuation.
This study reveals the effect of plane geometry metrics on
carbon emissions by analyzing the stability of a vehicle at a
constant speed. On the other hand, the carbon emission model
of variable-speed traveling on curved roads was developed to
reveal the carbon emission rules caused by speed changes under
the influence of road alignment.

2.1.1 Direct effect of horizontal curve alignment on
vehicle carbon emissions

To ensure the lateral stability and smoothness of traveling, the
circular curve will be designed to be superelevated in the lateral
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direction. On the circular curve segments on the horizontal curve,
the superelevation cross slope reaches the full superelevation form.
The force analysis of a vehicle is shown in Figure 1. The force balance
of the vehicle is as shown in Eq. 1.

F cos α − G sin α � mμ (1)
The lateral inclination of the roadway is generally small, and

sin α ≈ tan α � ih, cos α � 1. where ih is the value of superelevation.
The lateral force coefficient can be calculated from Eq. 2 on
circular curved roadway sections with superelevation
(AASHTO, 2011).

μ � V2

gR
− ih (2)

Setting the superelevation on the circular curve can offset all or
part of the centrifugal force, and the remaining centrifugal force is
balanced by the side deflection force acting on the front and rear
tires, and the total side deflection force acting on the tires can be
calculated by Eq. 3.

FL � mgμ � mV2

R
−mgih (3)

A tire produces a lateral deflection angle under the action of a
lateral deflection force. For the force on a single tire, the cornering
stiffness Ca is usually used to characterize the lateral deflection force
corresponding to a 1 rad lateral deflection angle, which reflects the
deformation characteristics of the tire (You and Jeong, 2002), as
shown in Eq. 4.

FL � Ca∂ (4)
where Ca represents tire cornering stiffness (kN/rad). ∂ refers to the
tire side deflection angle (rad).

When the vehicle is accurately steered, the centrifugal acceleration is
less than 0.4 g, the tire turning stiffness can be regarded as a constant,
and the side deflection force and side deflection angle have a linear
positive correlation with the turning stiffness as a scaling factor. In this
case, the side deflection force is in the range of 0–2000 N and the side
deflection angle is less than 3°. (Mitschke and Wallentowitz, 2014).

Fyf � mV2/R −mgih( )Lr

L
(5)

Fyr � mV2/R −mgih( )Lf

L
(6)

The problem of stability of a vehicle traveling on a curved road is
determined by the lateral dynamic characteristics. In the vehicle
monorail model shown in Figure 2, the dynamic response of the
vehicle is Eq. 7.

mV _β+ _φ( )sinβ−m _V cosβ+Fxr +Fxf cosδ−Fyf sinδ−Fr −Fa � 0

mV _β+ _φ( )cosβ+m _V sinβ−Fyr −Fxf sinδ−Fyf cosδ−mgih � 0
IZ€φ− Fxf sinδ−Fyf cosδ( )Lf +FyrLr � 0

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(7)

where Fii (ii = xf, yf) is the fraction of the front wheel drive force
in the X and Y-axes directions (N). Fjj (jj = xr,yr) indicates the
rear wheel drive force components in the X and Y-axes directions
(N). δ is the front wheel steering angle (°). β indicates the lateral
deflection angle at the center of mass (°). φ is the traverse angle
(°). Lf indicates the front wheelb’ase (m). Lr is the rear
wheelbase (m).

When the vehicle is accurately steered, _β � 0, _φ � 0. Assuming
that the front wheel angle of rotation and the lateral deflection angle
at the center of mass are small, their cosines are approximately 1 and
their multiplication is approximately 0. Derivation of Eq. 7 leads to
the combined force exerted by the vehicle in the longitudinal
direction shown in Eq. 8.

Fxf + Fxr � Fr + Fa − mv _φ −mgih( ) sin β − Lf

L
sin δ( ) (8)

sin β � Lr

L
sin δ − Lr

L
sin ∂f − Lf

L
sin ∂r (9)

where ∂f , ∂r indicate the lateral deflection angle of the front and rear
axles (°). L indicates the wheelbase(m).

When the vehicle is accurately steered, the load is uniformly
distributed on the four tires, the turning stiffness and side deflection
angle of the tires are equal (Wong, 2008), and the specific
characteristic conditions are shown in Eq. 10 and Eq. 11, Eq. 12
and Eq. 13.

Lf � Lr (10)
Caf � Car � Ca (11)
∂f � ∂r � ∂ (12)
Cav � nCa (13)

Combining Eq. 9–14 can be obtained.

sin β � Lr

L
sin δ − sin ∂ (14)

Substituting Eq. 14 into Eq. 8 leads to Eq. 15.

Fxf + Fxr � Fr + Fa + mV
R

2

−mgih( ) sin ∂ (15)

The curve driving resistance, Fk, can be obtained as shown in
Eq. 16.

Fk � mV
R

2

−mgih( ) sin ∂ (16)

FIGURE 1
Force analysis of a vehicle on a circular curve with an
superelevation setting.
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Based on the linear characteristics of the turning stiffness, the
curve driving resistance and the curve driving resistance work done
by the vehicle in the circular curve section where the superelevation
is set up can be expressed by Equation. 17 and Equation. 18.

Fk � mV2/R −mgih( )2
nCa

(17)

Wk � mV2/R −mgih( )2
nCa

Sk (18)

where Wk represents the work done by the curve driving
resistance(N m). Sk denotes trip mileage (m). n indicates the
number of tires.

Due to its high load attributes, trucks are usually equipped with a
non-independent suspension system to increase the load-carrying
capacity and to avoid large side deflection angles of the tires during
cornering operation. Non-independent suspension systems cause
the left and right wheels to interact with each other, which generates
suspension resistance and depletes part of the vehicle’s mechanical
energy (Wong, 2008). The independent suspension system used in
passenger cars does not have this part of the energy consumption.
The energy consumption induced by a truck turning on a curved
road is determined by the curve driving resistance and the
suspension resistance, as shown in Eq. 19.

Wk � mV2/R −mgih( )2
nCa

+ Ftc[ ]Sk (19)

where Ftc indicates the suspension resistance due to the mass on
the spring(N).

When the vehicle is traveling at a uniform speed in a circular
curve section with superelevation, the carbon emission model is
shown in Eq. 20. It shows that in the section of circular curves with
superelevation, the plane geometry indicators that have an impact
on vehicle carbon emissions include curve radius and
superelevation. The mechanical characteristic parameter that has
an impact on vehicle carbon emissions is the lateral force coefficient.

CO2 � Wr +Wa +Wk( )nco2 + C0 + CT (20)

where Wr and Wa represents the work done by rolling resistance
and air resistance, respectively (N m). C0 and CT represent carbon
emissions (kg) from idle fuel consumption and carbon emissions
from diesel exhaust cleaning, respectively, and the calculation
methods are detailed in the authors’ previous research literature
(Dong et al., 2020). nco2 is the conversion factor between the
driving energy and the carbon emission. Based on the positive
correlation between the energy and carbon emissions of vehicle
fuels, the authors’ previous research literature (Dong et al., 2023)
used the IPCC. (2006) to obtain carbon emission rates of
0.296 kgCO2/MJ and 0.213 kgCO2/MJ for gasoline and diesel
engines, respectively.

In particular, from Eq. 17, the curve driving resistance for a
circular curve section without superelevation is shown in Eq. 21.
This directly reveals the direct effect of curve radius on carbon
emissions, where the curve driving resistance is proportional to the
square of the centrifugal acceleration, proportional to the fourth
power of the vehicle speed, and proportional to the square of the
lateral deflection angle, as shown in Eq. 22 and Eq. 23. The
longitudinal speed of the tire is equivalent to the traveling speed,
and the lateral acceleration of the tire is approximately equal to the
centrifugal acceleration of the vehicle.

Fk � FLα � mV2α

R
� m2V4

4CaR2 (21)

Fk ∝
V2

Rg
( )2

(22)

Fk ∝ α2 (23)

When the passenger car maintains a uniform speed on a circular
curve road section, the work done by the curve driving resistance is
shown in Eq. 24. The incremental carbon emission caused by the
curve driving resistance is called the vehicle turning carbon
emissions. It is inversely proportional to the square of the curve
radius and proportional to the fourth power of the speed.

Wk � m2V4

4CaR2Sk (24)

FIGURE 2
Vehicle monorail model.
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2.1.2 Indirect effects of horizontal curve alignment
on vehicle carbon emissions

The indirect effect of horizontal curve alignment on vehicle
carbon emissions is reflected in changes in operating speed.
Vehicles traveling on flat curve roads with small radius usually
exhibit significant speed fluctuations (Bonneson and Pratt, 2009;
Wen and Eric, 2010). As the radius of the circular curve gets
larger, the operating speed of the vehicle on the flat curve section
gradually tends to stabilize, and the difference between the entry
speed and the speed at the midpoint of the curve gradually
decreases (Paolo, 2018). The greater the change in vehicle
speed, the greater the inertial resistance, which will cause a
change in carbon emissions.

When the vehicle drives through the curve with variable
speed, the resistance along the direction of the traveling
trajectory includes rolling resistance, air resistance, inertia
resistance, and curve driving resistance. By integrating Eq. 18
and Eq. 24 in the travel time, the curve driving resistance can be
obtained for the vehicle traveling at variable speed. The work
done by the curve driving resistance of a passenger car traveling
at variable speed on a circular curve section and a transition curve
section are Eq. 25 and Eq. 26, respectively. For trucks, these are
Eq. 27 and Eq. 28, respectively.

Wk-Circular-car � ∫t

0

mV t( )2/R −mgih[ ]2
4Ca

dSk t( ) (25)

Wk-Transition-car � ∫t

0

mV t( )2/R t( ) −mgih t( )[ ]2
4Ca

dSk t( ) (26)

Wk-Circular-truck � ∫t

0

mV t( )2/R −mgih[ ]2
nCa

dSk t( ) + FtcSk (27)

Wk-Transition-truck � ∫t

0

mV t( )2/R t( ) −mgih t( )[ ]2
nCa

+ Ftc t( )
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭dSk t( )

(28)

Based on the power load of the vehicle traveling at variable speed
on the horizontal curve roadway, the vehicle carbon emission model
can be obtained as shown in Eq. 29.

CO2 � Wr +Wa +Wk +We +Wt ′ + Qh( )nco2 + C0 + CT (29)
whereWk is equal to the integral of the curve driving resistance over
the traveling time.We represents the work done by inertial resistance
(N m).Wt′ denotes the work done by the engine counter drag force
at idle coasting (N m). Qh indicates the mechanical energy
consumed by the braking force (N m) (Dong et al., 2023).

Compared with the vehicle carbon emission model for a flat
curved road section at uniform speed, the variable speed model takes
into account the fact of the curve driving resistance. The curve
driving resistance during travel varies with speed. The variable speed
model takes into account the work done by the inertial drag during
acceleration and deceleration, the work done by the engine counter-
drag during idling, and the braking loss energy during braking.

In terms of driving resistance distribution, speed change affects
vehicle carbon emissions in three ways, specifically, i.e., speed
change not only generates inertial resistance, affects rolling
resistance and air resistance, but also affects the curve driving
resistance.

2.2 Measurement of carbon emissions from
curve-driving

Given that the direct effect of road geometry on vehicle carbon
emissions lies in the stability of driving, and the indirect effect is
reflected in the change of operating speed, this study proposes to
carry out uniform speed driving and variable speed driving tests
respectively. Specifically, the test vehicle is required to drive at a
constant speed to measure the carbon emissions caused by the
driving stability of curved roads. Then, the field road following test is
carried out to reveal the changes in the carbon emissions caused by
changes in the driving speed of curved roads.

2.2.1 Field trial design
The road plane linear conditions and speed determine the

carbon emissions. From the perspective of vehicle dynamics, the
lateral force can be regarded as an intermediate parameter for the
influence of these factors on carbon emission. Vehicle carbon
emission modeling under different plane linear conditions can be
regarded as a relationship model between lateral force coefficients
and carbon emissions. Such a treatment can simplify the analysis of
the combined effects of different plane geometry indicators on
carbon emissions, while ensuring the reliability of the
research findings.

For passenger cars, the work done by the curve driving resistance
on the circular curve and transition curve sections is shown in Eq. 30
and Eq. 31, respectively, which is characterized by the lateral force
coefficient as the dependent variable. For trucks, it is Eq. 32 and
Eq. (33).

Wk-Circular-car � m2g2μ2

4Ca
Sk (30)

Wk-Transition-car � ∫
t

0

m2g2μ t( )2
4Ca

dSk t( ) (31)

Wk-Circular-truck � m2g2μ2

nCa
Sk + FtcSk (32)

Wk-Transition-truck � ∫
t

0

m2g2μ t( )2
nCa

+ Ftc t( )[ ]dSk t( ) (33)

This in turn allows for field tests to be conducted using the
lateral force coefficient as the dependent variable to validate the
accuracy of the model. The intermediate parameter of the transverse
force coefficient was adopted as a control variable during the test,
avoiding the effects of multiple factors on carbon emissions.
Experimenting with this way would simplify to a greater extent
the assessment of field test data for carbon emission modeling and
avoid the complexity and redundancy of the experiment.

For the specific relationship between the lateral force coefficient
and carbon emission, there is no authoritative research result for
clear reference. How to explore the change of transverse force of
actual traveling on a circular curve roadway, and the carbon
emission rules under the condition of transverse force? To
address this question, conducting a field test is an essential key
link. In this experiment, a circular curve of different radii was
measured at a flat automobile test track to measure the lateral
force coefficients and carbon emissions under different radii of
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the circular curve. After evaluating the reliability of the carbon
emission model for the circular curve section without
superelevation, a few data are taken to further validate the
carbon emission model for the circular curve section under
different superelevation conditions. This test program can not
only gradually verify the carbon emission model under different
plane line conditions, but also ensure the reliability of the test results
and research findings.

Vehicles in a small radius curve, tend to drive at low speeds,
resulting in high lateral force coefficients, and there is a general
acceleration and deceleration behavior. As the radius increases, the
speed gradually increases, which is more favorable for driving
stability. The coefficient of lateral force decreases gradually and
the speed stabilizes after going from 0.4 to 0.15. The radius, if
increased to infinity, the lateral force coefficients become smaller to
zero value. Scholars have been obtained through field tests, when the
radius is greater than 550 m, the speed is stable and tends to 100 km/
h (Cruz et al., 2017). The existing literature on the speed variation
rule presents two ideas that can be used to guide the design of the
carbon emission test in this manuscript. Specifically, the magnitude
of the lateral force coefficient affects the acceleration and
deceleration speeds of a vehicle on a circular curve section,
which determines the maximum curve radius that affects carbon
emissions. The carbon emission increment caused by the
acceleration and deceleration can be obtained by calculating the
carbon emission difference between the conditions of normal
driving on the circular curve roadway, and uniform speed driving
on the flat straight roadway. The value of uniform speed is the speed
at the midpoint position of the curve. The carbon emission under the
condition of uniform speed can be predicted based on the model
constructed by the author’s previous research (Xu et al., 2020).
Secondly, the vehicle turning carbon emissions can be obtained by
finding the difference of carbon emissions from the vehicle uniform
speed operation test on the circular curve and the flat and straight
road sections.

Based on the above analysis, the field trial program was designed
as follows.

At a flat automobile test site, a circular curve without over-height
is placed on site as a test section. The field test was divided into two
parts, namely, normal driving and uniform speed driving tests. The
normal driving test uses radius as a control parameter to capture
carbon emissions, aiming to determine the minimum radius value of
the circular curve that does not affect carbon emissions. The speed
value is the operating speed at the midpoint of the curve as measured
in a normal driving test. The normal driving test requires one group
of drivers to drive normally on circular curve sections. The uniform
driving test requires another group of drivers to drive uniformly at
the target speed in circular curve sections and flat straight sections.
Under the condition of the same vehicle speed, the difference in
carbon emission between the uniform speed driving test on the
circular curve section and the uniform speed driving test on the flat
section is the vehicle turning carbon emissions caused by the curve
driving resistance. The difference in carbon emissions between
normal and constant speed driving tests on the circular curve
section under the condition of the same radius is the carbon
emission caused by speed fluctuations.

The results of carbon emission tests on circular curved sections
carried out at the automobile test site can reveal the carbon emission

rules of vehicles with different lateral force coefficients. By
integrating Eq. 2 and, Eq. 18 Eq. 19, it can be inferred that when
the value of the lateral force system is constant, the carbon emission
prediction results are consistent regardless of the change in the plane
linear condition. This result clarifies the reliability of the prediction
model from the theoretical point of view for the circular curve
section with superelevation settings, and the transition curve section.
In addition, this manuscript also evaluates the accuracy of the model
predictions from an empirical perspective. The test sections were
selected to be a gently sloping circular curve section of the Xi-Han
Expressway with a superelevation setting. A gently curved section of
the roadway was designed and sampled at the automotive proving
grounds. The transition curve sections were designed and routed at
the automotive proving grounds.

The transition curve test sections were set up on the automobile
test site. The test results were used to assess the accuracy of vehicle
carbon emission predictions for transitional curve sections without
excessive superelevation. The theoretical model shows that for both
circular and transition curves, the lateral force coefficient can be
regarded as a mechanically characterized parameter that affects
vehicle carbon emissions. The lateral force coefficients have the
same effect on vehicle carbon emissions for both circular curve
sections and transition curve road sections. At the same time, the
transition curve can be regarded as a circular curve section with
gradual changes in curvature and superelevation. If the carbon
emission prediction accuracy of the circular curve section with
superelevation reaches a high level, it can be equated with the
same prediction accuracy of the carbon emission on the
transition curve section.

Test data from vehicles traveling normally on a circular curve
section at the automobile test site were used to assess the reliability of
the carbon emission model for vehicles traveling on the circular
curve sections under variable speed conditions.

2.2.2 Field test methodology
To clarify the minimum radius of the curve that does not affect

the carbon emissions of passenger cars and trucks respectively, this
test focuses on the test section of the curve with a radius between
100 m and 600 m. The results of the field test are compared with the
carbon emissions of vehicles on flat straight road sections to
determine the minimum radius of the circular curve that affects
carbon emissions. The circular curve and flat straight test sections
were measured at the automobile test site. There are 13 circular
curve test sections with radii of 100 m, 150 m, 200 m, 250 m, 300 m,
350 m, 400 m, 450 m, 500 m, 550 m, 600 m, 800 m, and 1500 m
respectively. In the normal driving test of the circular curve section,
the speeds at the beginning and end points of the circular curve and
the midpoint of the curve need to be recorded, and the carbon
emission is accounted for based on the instantaneous fuel
consumption. In a uniform speed test on circular curve sections,
the carbon emissions of a specified speed at a uniform speed need to
be measured.

In the selected circular curve test section of Xibao Expressway,
one group of drivers was asked to drive at a certain speed and the
other group of drivers was asked to drive normally.

For the carbon emission tests under two different driving
conditions, namely, constant speed and variable speed, it is
strictly controlled that the two groups of drivers should not be
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exchanged with each other. The tests all collected at least 40 sets of
valid fuel consumption data to ensure the reliability of the carbon
emission modeling assessment conducted subsequently. To facilitate
the comparison of the carbon emissions of different driving
distances, the carbon emission rate of 100 km was used to
characterize the carbon emissions of the vehicle.

(1) Test vehicles

Two types of passenger cars and three types of trucks are
selected as typical vehicles, which are referenced from the results of
the authors’ survey (Dong et al., 2023) on the proportion of vehicle
types in China’s highway traffic volume in recent years. The two
passenger cars are a small sedan, represented by the Chevrolet
McLaren, and an urban crossover, represented by the Chevrolet
Copacetic, hereafter denoted by Car I Car II, respectively. The
three trucks are Dongfeng medium truck, Jiefang heavy-duty
truck, and Jiefang tractor, which are denoted as Truck I, Truck
II, and Truck III, respectively, in the following. The test vehicles
were categorized into two vehicle types: passenger cars and trucks,
taking into account the differences in operating speeds and lateral
force coefficients between passenger cars and trucks on horizontal
curve sections.

(2) Test road sections

To measure the direct effect of road plane alignment on vehicle
carbon emissions and exclude the effect of route longitudinal section
alignment on carbon emissions, the Chang’an University
automobile test site was chosen as the test site. By measuring and
setting up 13 circular curve test sections in the automobile test site,
the radii of the circular curves are 100 m, 150 m, 200 m, 250 m,
300 m, 350 m, 400 m, 450 m, 500 m, 550 m, 600 m, 800 m, and
1500 m, respectively, and the automobile test site is a flat cement
concrete pavement, the longitudinal slopes slope ranges
from −1~1%, and there is no set road cross slope. Due to the site
size limitation, the size of the radius of the circular curves was
changed by changing the size of the radius of the circular curves one
by one to measure the carbon emission of the vehicles under
different radii of the circular curves. The route and inner and
outer edges of the test section were placed and positioned using
a total station.

The geometrical lines of the test sections, which are circular and
transition curve, are obtained by sampling at the automobile test site.
The design indicators for the transition curve sections are shown
in Table 1.

Considering that the actual curved roads are set with
superelevation, six circular curved sections with superelevation
were selected as test road sections on the Xi-Han Freeway. The
design indicators for the selected test sections are shown in Table 2.

(3) Test instruments

The instruments selected for this test are as follows: Portable
Automobile USB E-CAN Measuring Instrument, JDSZ-EP-1-1D
Vehicle-mounted Diesel Fuel Consumption Measuring Instrument,
Laptop Computer, Total Station Instrument, Sigma Split
Anemometer AS8336, Digital Camera and Crash Bucket.

(4) Motorists

In the normal driving test, the driver is required to drive
normally and is not allowed to drive aggressively to obtain the
value of the maximum radius of the curve that affects the speed of
the vehicle. The constant speed test requires the driver to drive at
different speeds to obtain the additional carbon emissions of the
vehicle as determined by different lateral force coefficients.

3 Results

The field test data can be used to analyze the carbon emission
rules of vehicles on horizontal curve road sections, and also to assess
the reliability of the carbon emission model for vehicles on
horizontal curve road sections.

3.1 Minimum radius affecting vehicle
carbon emissions

The speed change curve of the test vehicle under normal driving
conditions on the circular curve section is shown in Figure 3.
Characteristic points 1, 2, and 3 in the figure indicate the starting
point, midpoint, and end position of the circular curve test road,
respectively.

In Figure 3, when the radius of the curve is larger than a certain
value, the operating speed shows a “U-shaped” trend. The vehicle
will take certain deceleration behavior before entering the curve, and

TABLE 1 Design details for transition curve sections.

No. R-back(m) R-front(m) Lc(m)

1 100 ∞ 110

2 200 ∞ 85

3 300 ∞ 150

4 400 ∞ 190

5 200 300 190

6 300 400 110

7 200 300 190

8 300 400 110

TABLE 2 Design details for circular curve sections with superelevation
setting.

No. R(m) ih(%) i(%)

1 550 4 0.5

2 290 6 −1

3 280 6 −0.7

4 450 6 −0.85

5 175 7 −1.65
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after passing the midpoint of the curve, the vehicle continuously
accelerates out of the curve. For the same radius of the curve section,
the vehicle enters the curve after the maximum deceleration. The
smaller the radius, the more obvious the change in running speed. In
addition, the smaller the radius, the lower the running speed at the
midpoint of the curve; the larger the radius, the higher the running
speed at the midpoint of the curve. As the radius increases, the lateral
force coefficient decreases. For the passenger car, when the curve
radius is 100 m, the speed is low, and the transverse force coefficient
u is close to 0.4; with the increment of the radius, the speed increases
gradually, and the transverse force coefficient decreases gradually;
until the radius is 400 m, the speed reaches 100 km/h, and the
transverse force coefficient is 0.15. This running speed law is similar
to that of the measured results of Russo et al. (2016) and Sil et al.
(2019); while the transverse force variation law is in general
agreement with the measured results of Bonneson. (2000), who
conducted the transverse force coefficient test on dry pavements of

U.S. highways. For the truck, when the radius of the circular curve is
greater than or equal to 550 m, the vehicle speed tends to be
stabilized and reaches 80 km/h. This is consistent with the
measured results of Cruz et al. (2017). This shows that the basic
data of vehicle operating speed measured in this test has a certain
degree of reliability, which can reflect the change rule of speed and
lateral force of actual traveling under different radii. Vehicle carbon
emission data obtained under the conditions of this law are also
reliable, and the test results are shown in Figure 4. Among them,
V-middle is used to indicate the vehicle speed at the midpoint of
the curve.

Figures 3, 4 show that the speed fluctuations of vehicles are
significant when driving in small radius sections, presenting higher
carbon emissions. As the radius increases, the magnitude of the
change in running speed gradually slows down, and the carbon
emission gradually decreases. When the radius gradually increases
to 400 m and 550 m, the running speed of the test passenger car and

FIGURE 3
Vehicle velocity profile on the circular curve section. (A) speed profile of passenger cars. (B) speed profile of trucks.
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truck increases and tends to stabilize to 100 km/h and 80 km/h
respectively. The lateral force coefficient gradually decreases and
reaches 0.2 and 0.09 respectively. The carbon emission gradually
decreases and tends to stabilize, and is close to that on the flat
straight road section. Compared with the carbon emission of
vehicles on flat straight roads, the maximum relative errors of
the carbon emission of passenger cars and trucks are 7.26% and
8.08% respectively, which are both less than 10%. That is to say,
under this driving condition, the increment of vehicle carbon
emission is caused by the work done by the curve driving
resistance, and the maximum growth rate is 8.08%, which is less
than 10%. It can be concluded that when the radius of the circular
curve is larger than the maximum radius that affects the carbon
emission, the vehicle speed remains stable, and the curve driving
resistance is small, resulting in a smaller difference in carbon
emissions of the vehicle compared to a flat straight road.

The results show that under actual free-flow driving conditions,
the maximum curve radius affecting the carbon emissions of
passenger cars and trucks are 400 m and 550 m, respectively.

3.2 Validation of vehicle carbon emission
models at uniform velocity

(1) Circular curve section

The variation of lateral force coefficients for passenger cars and
trucks is shown in Figure 5. The prediction results of the carbon
emission model are shown in Figure 6.

The maximum relative error between the predicted and
measured carbon emission values is 8.39%, which is less than
10%, indicating that the carbon emission model has a high
prediction level under this driving condition.

The results of the evaluation show that the modeling of the
relationship between the lateral force coefficient and carbon
emissions achieves a high level of prediction. The lateral force

coefficient is determined by curvature and superelevation. It can
be inferred theoretically that the prediction model is also accurate
for carbon emission quantification on circular curve sections with
superelevation setting, and transition curve sections.

(2) Circular curve section with superelevation setting

To verify the predictive effectiveness of the constructed model
from an empirical point of view, the carbon emission data of the test
vehicles on the circular curved road sections with superelevation
were compared, as shown in Figure 7. The test road sections were
selected from the actual highways. The test vehicle travels to
overcome the curve driving resistances, the resistance caused by
ultra-high cross-slopes, and the gradient resistance from the

FIGURE 4
Normal driving test results of the test vehicle on the circular
curve sections.

FIGURE 5
Lateral force coefficient of the test vehicles.

FIGURE 6
Uniform speed test results of vehicles on circular curve sections.
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longitudinal slopes of the actual road. Regarding the quantification
of the effect of longitudinal slope gradient on carbon emissions, it
was estimated using the longitudinal profile vehicle carbon emission
model from the authors’ previous literature.

The prediction results show that the maximum relative errors of
the carbon emission prediction results for passenger cars and trucks
are 7.42% and 9.60%, respectively, which are less than 10%,
indicating that the prediction level of the vehicle carbon emission
model is higher in the circular curve section with
superelevation setting.

(3) Transition curve section

The results of the passenger car and truck carbon emission
tests on the transition curve test section are shown in Figure 8.

R-front、R-back and Lc denote the radius of the circular curve before
and after the transition curve section and the length of the transition
curve section. For passenger cars and trucks, the maximum relative
errors of the predicted and measured carbon emissions on the
transition curve section are 7.40% and 8.09%, respectively, which
are both less than 10%.

In addition to the assessment of the prediction accuracy of the
model, the reliability of the model should also be examined. By
analyzing the predicted and measured values of carbon emissions
from vehicles on the horizontal curve sections, the consistency
between the prediction results and the measured results is tested.
The Adj-R2 of the model is 0.915, indicating that the carbon
emission model explains the measured data to a high degree. The
asymptotic Sig of the chi-square test is 0.010, which is less than 0.05,
indicating that the model explains the measured data to a high
degree and is statistically significant.

The theoretical model shows that when a vehicle travels
through a circular curve section at a constant speed, the
lateral force coefficient does not change, and the curve driving
resistance of the curve and its determined carbon emissions from
the vehicle curve are constants. In the transition curve section
where the curvature varies continuously, the vehicle curve carbon
emission will change with it. Taking the horizontal curve
measured at the automobile testing site as an example, the
carbon emission profile of the vehicle traveling at a constant
speed of 80 km/h is predicted and plotted as shown in Figure 9. It
can visually characterize the carbon emission rules under
different plane linear conditions. Among them, CO2-Curve is
used to reflect the influence of horizontal curve alignment on
carbon emission.

In Figure 9, the vehicle carbon emission rate of the gently curved
section shows a horizontal segmental change. The vehicle carbon
emission rate is a constant value in the circular curve section, and
changes in the curve trend in the transition curve section. The longer
the length of the transition curve is, the more gentle the change of
vehicle carbon emission rate is.

FIGURE 7
Test results of vehicles on circular curve sections with
superelevation setting.

FIGURE 8
Test results of vehicles on transition curve section.
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3.3 Validation of vehicle carbon emission
models for flat curve road sections under
variable speed conditions

The test data under normal driving conditions on the circular
curve section of the automobile test track are shown in Figure 10.
The results show that for the test passenger cars and trucks, the
maximum relative errors between the predicted and measured
values of carbon emissions are 10.65% and 10.04% respectively,
indicating that the model can reflect the carbon emissions under real
driving conditions.

To test the statistical significance of the theoretical model in
variable speed conditions, the model was subjected to residual
analysis and likelihood ratio tests. The Adj-R2 of the model is
0.925. The Durbin-Warson statistic was 1.592. The two-sided
asymptotic Sig of the chi-square test is 0.010, which is less than
0.05. The results of these statistical tests indicate that the carbon
emission model can explain the measured data well.

For planar lines, the transition curve can be regarded as a
circular curve with gradually changing curvature. The carbon

emission of the transition curve road section is equivalent to that
of the circular road section with continuously changing curvature. It
can be inferred that the accuracy of the carbon emission prediction
of the transition curve road section and the circular road section is
comparable. Due to time and site size constraints, and to avoid
redundancy in the test program, this manuscript does not validate
the modeling of vehicle carbon emissions on transition curve road
sections with variable speeds.

To represent the impact of curve driving resistance and speed
change on carbon emissions, the carbon emissions profile of a
passenger car under normal driving conditions in the circular
curve with a radius of 150 m and 400 m respectively are shown as
an example, as shown in Figure 11. Among them, CO2-Curve is used
to visualize the effect of plane line shape on carbon emission, and
CO2-Velocity indicates the effect of speed change on carbon
emission, whose value is determined by the air resistance,
rolling resistance, and inertial resistance work done by the
vehicle in the process of driving at variable speed in the flat
straight road. The position of the midpoint of the curve is
indicated by the symbol “▲”.

FIGURE 9
Vehicle carbon emission rates on horizontal curve sections. (A) geometric Design Specifications for Example Highway Horizontal Curves. (B)
distribution of lateral force coefficients and vehicle carbon emission rates.
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By analyzing the carbon emission curves in Figure 11, the
following results can be obtained.

(1) In the first half of the circular curve with a radius of 150 m, the
vehicle is traveling under braking and idling carbon emissions,
which are illustrated by a dotted line in Figure 11A. The curve
driving resistance is greater than the brake resistance and
counteracts it, the vehicle has to overcome the remaining
curve driving resistance, and the carbon emissions are at a
low level, which is represented by a dotted line in Figure 11A.
In the second half of the circular curve with a radius of 150 m,
and in the whole length of the circular curve with a radius of
40 m, where the vehicle relies on engine-driven energy to drive,
the trend of carbon emission and acceleration is same, and there
is a high positive correlation between them.

(2) The smaller the radius, the more significant the degree of
acceleration and deceleration, and the greater the magnitude
of the change in carbon emissions.

(3) Under the above driving conditions, the speed fluctuations
have a more significant effect on vehicle carbon emissions
compared to the curve driving resistance.

(4) The trends of both vehicle turning carbon emissions and
lateral force coefficients show a high degree of consistency.

Carbon emission tests were conducted on a circular curve
section with consistent vehicle speeds to exclude the effect of
speed variations on carbon emissions. The difference in carbon
emissions when a vehicle is traveling at a constant speed on a curved
and flat roadway, i.e., the incremental carbon emissions caused by
the curve driving resistance. For trucks, this part of the carbon
emission increment is caused by the curve driving resistance and
suspension resistance. Based on the carbon emission model, the
growth rate of carbon emission caused by vehicles turning at a
constant speed can be predicted, see Figures 12, 13.

In Figures 12, 13, as the radius increases, the vehicle speed is
gradually at a higher level, the lateral force coefficient gradually
decreases, and the carbon emission decreases accordingly. Figure 12

shows that under the same road conditions, the growth rate of carbon
emission caused by curve driving resistance is at different levels for
passenger cars and trucks. According to the carbon emission theoretical
model, the growth rate of a vehicle turning carbon emissions is
determined by the geometric parameters of the curve (radius and
superelevation) and the vehicle characteristics (including speed, load,
tire characteristics, and tire number) and other factors. Passenger cars
are commonly used for drivers’ daily access, and the loads are all small.
Trucks are usually used for freight transportation, and the load capacity
is larger. Heavy-duty vehicles focus on driving safety when crossing the
curve, the speed is at a lower level. These factors affect the curve driving
resistance differently, causing different growth rates of vehicle
carbon emissions.

The difference between the carbon emissions of the test vehicle
driving normally and at a constant speed in the circular curve
section is the increment of carbon emissions caused by speed
fluctuations. Its growth rate is shown in Figure 14.

In Figure 14, for passenger cars and heavy-duty vehicles, the
radius of the circular curve is less than 400 m and 550 m,
respectively, the growth rate of carbon emission caused by
acceleration and deceleration behavior increases dramatically with
the decrease of radius. In Figure 14, the growth rate of carbon
emission caused by acceleration and deceleration is very small, not
more than 1%, when the radius of the curve is larger than 400 m and
550 m, respectively.

Based on the analysis of the velocity data in Figure 3, the
following results can be derived. When the radius of a circular
curve is greater than or equal to 400 m and 550 m, respectively,
passenger cars and trucks tend to drive through the curved road at
a stable speed, and the effect of horizontal curves on carbon
emissions is mainly reflected by the curve driving resistance.
When the radius is less than 400 m and 550 m, respectively,
passenger cars and trucks float more significantly, and carbon

FIGURE 10
Normal driving test results of vehicles on circular curve section.

FIGURE 11
Carbon emissions under normal driving conditions on circular
curve sections. (A) example of a circular curve with a radius of 150
meters. (B) the case of a circularl curve sections with a radius
of 400 meters.
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emissions are mainly affected by speed fluctuations, and carbon
emissions increase sharply.

Unexpectedly, it was found that controlling the actual vehicle
speed to be no greater than the operating speed at the midpoint of
the curve and passing through the horizontal curve at a steady speed
not only reduces the curve driving resistance, but also avoids
additional carbon emissions caused by speed variations. The

selection of the radius is closely related to the operating speed
and superelevation. The design specification is often complied with
in route design. Setting speed limits to adjust vehicle operating
speeds when the route design parameters are constant is a practical
guide to vehicle carbon emissions on constructed highways.

Based on the low-carbon theory, the maximum radius of the
circular curve affecting the carbon emissions of passenger cars and

FIGURE 12
Incremental vehicle turning carbon emission.

FIGURE 13
Incremental carbon emissions due to suspension resistance.
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trucks is 400 m and 550 m respectively, which can be used as a
criterion to measure whether the design of horizontal curves is a
basis for low-carbon and environmental protection. When the
radius of the circular curve is smaller than this value, the carbon
emission is mainly determined by the speed change, and it shows a
sharp increase with the decrease of the radius. On the contrary, the
incremental carbon emission of vehicles on curved road sections is
mainly attributed to the effect of curve driving resistance.

4 Discussion

The Japan Road Association. (2004) conducted a field test on
lateral force coefficients and fuel consumption, measured the growth
rate of fuel consumption of small cars with different lateral force
coefficients on the horizontal curved road section using the value of
the lateral force coefficient as a control parameter. The speeds
corresponding to different lateral force coefficients were not
specified in the study. Considering that fuel consumption and
carbon emissions are directly proportional, the growth rate of
fuel consumption is equal to the growth rate of carbon
emissions. The growth rate of carbon emissions due to lateral
forces can be obtained by calculating the ratio of carbon
emissions emitted by a vehicle traveling on a curved roadway to
its emissions on a flat roadway. It can be viewed as the growth rate of
carbon emissions due to curve-driving resistance. Based on the
carbon emission model, the distribution range of the carbon
emission growth profile can be predicted for different speeds and
different lateral force coefficients. For the growth rate of carbon
emissions, the measured results from the JRA against the model’s
predictions are detailed in Figure 15.

In Figure 15, the growth rate of carbon emissions is quadratically
proportional to the lateral force coefficient under the same vehicle
operating conditions. This proportionality has been described by the

carbon emission prediction model. JRA used the measured statistical
average speed to calculate the lateral force coefficient, weakening the
relationship. The growth rate of carbon emission caused by the
additional resistance of the curve shows a linear increasing trend.
This supports the reliability of the carbon emission rules for vehicles
on horizontal curve road sections proposed in this manuscript.

By comprehensively considering the direct and indirect effects of
planar alignment on carbon emissions, this manuscript introduces the
lateral force coefficient as the dependent variable and establishes a
prediction model. In the model, the parameters that characterize the
geometry of the horizontal curves that have an impact on carbon
emissions are the radius of the circular curve, the superelevation, and
the length of the transition curve. The larger the radius, the smaller the
curve driving resistance and the lower the carbon emission. The setting
of superelevation will reduce the lateral force coefficient, offset part of
the centrifugal force, reduce the curve driving resistance, and thus
reduce carbon emissions. Other research results can be summarized
as follows.

1) The root cause of the increase in vehicle carbon emissions on
horizontal curve sections is the curve driving resistance and
speed fluctuations.

2) Under the free-flow driving condition of the actual highway, the
maximum radius of the curve affecting the carbon emission of
passenger cars and trucks is 400 m and 550 m, respectively.When
the radius of the curve is smaller than the critical value, the carbon
emission is mainly determined by the degree of acceleration and
deceleration, and with the decrease of the radius, the carbon
emission shows a sharp upward trend. On the other hand, the
increase in carbon emission caused by speed fluctuations is very
small, and the incremental carbon emissions is mainly attributed
to the effect of the curve driving resistance.

3) In the process of low-carbon design of highways, by
controlling the radius larger than the critical radius, the

FIGURE 14
Incremental carbon emissions due to velocity changes.
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drastic increase of carbon emissions from curved traffic can
be avoided.

4) In terms of low-carbon operation, the actual traveling speed of
the vehicle is controlled to be no greater than the operating
speed at the midpoint of the curve, and passing through the flat
curve at a stable speed not only reduces the vehicle turning
carbon emissions, but also avoids the additional carbon
emissions caused by acceleration and deceleration.

5) The carbon emission rate of the uniform speed traveling on the
horizontal curve sections shows a lateral segmental change.
The carbon emission rate is a constant value in the circular
curve section, and changes in the curve trend in the transition
curve section. The longer the length of the transition curve, the
more gentle the change of carbon emission rate.

6) When the vehicle relies on the driving energy from the engine
to drive at variable speeds on horizontal curve sections, the
carbon emission rate is the same as the change rules of
acceleration.

The carbon emission model constructed in this manuscript is
applies to the prediction of carbon emission under normal turning
driving conditions, i.e., when the vehicle is in an accurate steering
state with centrifugal acceleration of less than 0.4 g. In this case, the
side deflection force is in the range of 0–2000 N and the side
deflection angle is less than 3°(Mitschke and Wallentowitz, 2014).
The model does not apply to the prediction of the vehicle in the state
of understeer and oversteer.

5 Conclusion

In this study, a prediction model of vehicular carbon emissions
on horizontal curve road sections is modeled, which can be realized
to quantify the carbon emissions of traveling vehicles under different

plane line conditions. The model characterizes the impact on carbon
emissions in terms of the lateral force coefficient parameter
regardless of the planar line shape. At the same time, a simplified
test method is proposed to measure the carbon emissions of vehicles
on different plane line conditions, i.e., by controlling the lateral force
coefficient of the curved roadway as a dependent variable.
Introducing the parameter of the transverse force coefficient can
simplify the construction of the theoretical framework for the
carbon emission of road vehicles under different planar
geometries. At the same time, it can also reduce the
implementation difficulty of the field test and shorten the test
time and cost. The transverse force coefficient is determined by
the radius of the circular curve, superelevation, and the length of the
transition curve. Subsequent studies can be based on the model of
this manuscript to further explore the degree of influence of each
planar geometric linear indicator on carbon emission respectively, to
put forward the suggested values of low carbon design for different
planar linear indicators, and to realize the accurate and quantitative
low carbon design of horizontal curve road sections.
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